ORBIS VASKI

ETHERNET CABLING

Orbis Vaski is a guaranteed
operationally reliable cable product
family, for all sized cable installations.

ORBIS VASKI

goes at the same pace with your work process
In Orbis we know our customers and network installation
applications. Our view and experience in solutions for a
real estate data transmission has enabled us to gather
a range of products that corresponds to your work
challenges. Ethernet, Category and twisted pair… there
are many names for this popular cabling - Orbis Vaski is a
high-quality cabling product family, which guarantees a
comfortable installation and a reliable result.

Personalized and flexible service is important to us. Our
experts will help you to choose the most suitable product
for your purposes. Also operational reliability and easy,
fast ordering anytime and anywhere will help to make
your job completed in time.

Read more about Orbis Vaski product family:

www.orbis.eu/vaski

ORBIS VASKI

offers everything you need
Technological development and the range of standards constantly place increasing demands for
the cable installations. Different types of Cat cables are the backbone of the real estate cabling.
Orbis Vaski product family offers everything you need to build reliable communication from one
store.

Cables

Patch cords

High-quality twisted pair cable is easy to peel and
connect. Clear labeling considers your work order.
Orbis Vaski cable product family is made for the most
demanding installations and is resistant to the North
environment.

Orbis Vaski product family includes also patch cords
which are compatible with Keystone standard. There
are patch cords widths available from 0.5 meters to 30
meters.

Connectors

The quality differences in connectors will be detected
directly in easy installation and reliability of the contacts.
Orbis Vaski connector product family is compatible with
Keystone standard and can be switched, as well as by the
V-tool and if necessary by the 110-tool.

Mechanics

High-quality and compatible mechanics complete the
installation. Orbis Vaski product family offers you the
Keystone-compatible wall mounts, connector panels and
other accessories.

Tools
A professional is known by his tools! With the help of
Orbis Vaski tool you can assemble Keystone connectors
70% faster.

From the residential real estate to the industrial objects
Orbis Vaski product family includes a wide range of installation cables, from residential real estate Network (UTP) for the needs of
demanding industrial applications (FTP). Protection is required in places with electromagnetic interference, such as eg. Data centers.
CAT6 cables are operating in the frequency range of 250 MHz, while Cat6A is intended to networks, which require more efficiency for
a frequency of 500Mhz. Orbis Vaski product family also offers cables for 10Gb data transfer needs.
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